
SmartFlow – Tomorrow’s Operational Excellence Today

Banking and financial services companies are experiencing rapid change. 
Customers are increasingly expecting smooth personal digital experiences 
and near instant outcomes. In 2020 23% of adults have opened a digital 
only bank account1 and up to 45% expect to cut back on branch visits 
post-lockdown2. 

To stay competitive in the 2020s it is essential for organisations to 
embrace digital to become fast, agile, and flexible. This must be balanced 
with the need for careful management of business risks and regulatory 
requirements. Add to this that companies are often struggling with legacy 
systems and fluctuating workloads and efficient operations can feel like an 
unachievable pipe dream. 

Fragmented data and systems are often coupled with complex processes.  
If you have ‘knowledge workers’ using multiple systems to do their jobs 
and have a ‘multiple weeks to competency’ productivity lag, this is you.   
Relying upon people to be the plumbing between systems, data and 
business processes results in quality lapses, increased risk, higher costs 
and sub-optimal customer outcomes. 

Reduce banking and insurance operating costs, mitigate business risks, and provide better customer 
experiences by improving decision making and automating complex processes from end-to-end.

Several approaches are taken to work around these problems, but each 
has limitations:

Throwing more human resources at the problem (insource/outsource). 
Which can be expensive, slow and produce quality issues.

Creating efficiency gains via task automation using Robotic Process 
Automation. But this is difficult to scale and applicable usage scenarios 
are limited.

Migrating to an enterprise scale Business Process Management (BPM) 
system or custom-built platform. This is often slow to implement, 
expensive, hard to get right and tricky to change in response to evolving 
business needs.

SmartFlow takes an alternative approach. Recognising that improved 
decision making is based on good data management and is at the heart 
of an effective solution. SmartFlow enables you to harness the power 
of automation, AI and human augmentation. Enabling fast accurate 
decision making within even the most complex processes.

1  https://www.finder.com/uk/digital-banking-statistics
2 https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/a-global-view-of-financial-life-during-covid-19 

Other suppliers said our 
problem was too complex or 
hard to fix – your innovation 
and vision have really helped 
us to move forward with our 

operational challenges

1  https://www.finder.com/uk/digital-banking-statistics
2 https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/a-global-view-of-financial-life-during-covid-19 

Case Processing from 4 hours with
RPA to 6 Minutes with SmartFlow 

£4.2 Million Saved
Every Week

7 x more accurate and
40 x faster than RPA

20+ Legacy Systems
connected within 1 Month

Customer Successes

ROI Guarantee! 
Guaranteed 12 month ROI if you work with our 
expert delivery team



Fast Accurate Decision Making For Effective Risk 
Management and Improved Customer Outcomes

Cut Case 
Processing 

Costs

Improve 
Customer 

Experience &
Retention

Manage
Business

Risks

By putting decisioning central to automation strategy SmartFlow enables 
organisations to:

Employees tend to follow a set process for making decisions. They identify what information is 
important and gather that data. Then they assess the information based on rules and their 

experience.

SmartFlow’s advanced business rules engine uses the same method. It automates data gathering 
from all your systems in real time, depending on the customer journey. By understanding your 

data SmartFlow uses the same logic or formulas that your best employees do to reach an 
informed outcome.

Decision making is often the most
time-consuming part of a process. This 
results in slow processes with high costs. 
SmartFlow combines decision making 
technology with automation capabilities. 
Decreasing processing costs by reducing 
human touch-points and automating complex 
processes from end-to-end.

Customers are increasingly expecting smooth 
personalised experiences and fast responses. 
Banking and financial services interactions 
often involve complex situations which make it 
difficult to give immediate answers. Many 
decisions require understanding lots of 
interdependent factors. SmartFlow does the 
hard work, clearly presenting the right 
information precisely when you need it.

Processes cases 40 times faster than robotic 
process automation solutions. Automating 
more complex parts of the process  

Enable staff to work on multiple cases in 
parallel

Ensure employees work on high value tasks. 
Reducing unnecessary spend on outsourcing, 
wages and emoluments, overtime and hiring

Reduce spend on quality control without 
compromising accuracy

Provide fast personalised customer
experiences at every touch point

Improve customer satisfaction, boosting 
NPS scores 

Improve customer retention

Ensure a smooth customer acquisition 
process

Bad decisions can expose businesses to 
financial and reputational risk and result in 
significant losses. Complex processes and 
procedures are often used to mitigate risks 
and ensure compliance. SmartFlow speeds 
these up while improving compliance and 
accuracy:

Be 7 times more thorough

Base decisions on more data than an 
employee could reasonably be expected to 
process manually

Reduce human error - make decisions in a 
controlled repeatable way with no mistakes, 

Full explainability - Autogenerate an audit 
trail clearly showing how every step 
happened and how decisions were made

    Improve customer satisfaction, retention and sales
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Rules/SmartFlow
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Calculate
Outcome

Improve operational efficiency     Reduce Risk

Effectively use customer data, from anywhere in the organisation



Problem solving and decision making are 
normally the hardest but most important 
part of any process. By directly addres-
sing these SmartFlow makes it possible to 
automate processes from end-to-end. 

Most processes consist of different steps 
requiring different skills. These all form 
one process, but some parts are better 
handled by robots and some by humans. 
Smartflow encompasses the whole 
process, linking all of your systems and 
driving the process. 

SmartFlow also has advanced 
data understanding and 
decisioning capabilities to 
automate decision making 
whenever possible.

It automates steps whenever possible, 
making sure that they happen 
according to company policies and 
procedures. But it involves humans 
where they can best add value.

Many companies are already using 
automation to handle simple steps. 
SmartFlow can automate these tasks.

There are some things that humans do best.

When these come up SmartFlow asks a human to get involved in that step. It supports them by finding all of the information they 
would need to perform the task well and quickly. It clearly presents this information in one view, giving clear options that the human 
can validate or choose from based on their experience. 

Automate Processes 
From End-to-End  to 
Reduce Unnecessary 
Overheads
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In a constantly shifting regulatory environment it is important to ensure operational flexibility. SmartFlow has a 
low/no code interface. This makes it easy to adjust processes to adapt to changing business needs.

Maximise IT also offer implementation services. Providing expertise on using SmartFlow to quickly resolve issues and 
release funds tied up in inefficient banking and financial services processes. We provide a guarantee that customers 
working with our experts will achieve a 100% return on investment within a 12 month time frame.

Agile Platform with a Fast ROI to Ensure
Success in Your Unique Situation 

SmartFlow provides the capabilities of an advanced custom software project using the latest technologies, but it works 
with your existing technology stack. Digitising your processes without the need to “rip and replace”. 
SmartFlow:
      Integrates with and connects all of your existing software and systems.                      
      Follows your existing processes just like your employees do – ensuring regulatory requirements are complied with.
      Works seamlessly with any existing automation technologies that you are using.

Smartflow is usually implemented in an agile way, making fast iterative improvements, and ensuring defined value is 
released at every stage. This approach also makes it relatively easy to phase updating or retiring legacy systems and 
technologies, helping to you to scale improvements with minimal disruption.

How Does SmartFlow
Release Value
Quickly? 

Maximise IT are unfailingly professional, effective and efficient. They have 
always demonstrated total commitment to the success of the bank.

Delivery Service Manager – Big 4 UK Bank

Book a ROI Assessment
www.maximiseit.co.uk/roi-assessment

08456 - 432 360

Learn More
Visit

www.maximiseit.co.uk
www.maximiseit.co.ukhttps://www.maximi-seit.co.uk/roi-assess-ment
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